PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY_
I am a full stack developer with over 5 years front end
experience and over 3 years of full stack experience.

<

On each team I worked with, I did the following:

>
PATRICK
O'DACRE
FULL STACK DEVELOPER
Experienced in the design
and development of
complex UI and API.

- delivered ambitious features that "delighted users," and
saved them time and money.
- enhanced older features by improving design / usability
and performance.
- helped other developers better understand less-thanclear legacy code by adding comments and completing
light refactoring of methods and processes.
- ensured bug fixes were fully tested and documented for
other developers.
- developed internal tools, libraries and components that
made development processes faster, easier and less prone
to bugs.
- worked closely with UX to ensure new features met user
needs and were technically feasible in light of the
constraints we were under.
- actively engaged with QA teammates to ensure weekly
builds were complete and testable.
- wrote documentation and tutorials, and conducted
presentations to share knowledge with my team.
My teammates have described me as being:
- "enthusiastic," "methodical," and always adding to my
skillset.

MORE ABOUT ME:

- "reliable" and "keen on the details" of my work.

http://patrickwho.me/youtube

- a "team player" with a "stellar attitude."

http://patrickwho.me/github

- "a critical resource in the large scale redesign of core
areas of our product."

http://patrickwho.me/LinkedIn

SKILLS_

CONTACT
LOCATION: OTTAWA, CANADA

JavaScript:
React
Vue
Node
AngularJS

PHP:
Laravel, WordPress

Testing:
Jest and Mocha

Server:
Ubuntu, Nginx, Node

EMAIL: PATRICK@PATRICKWHO.ME
WEBSITE: WWW.PATRICKWHO.ME

Database:
MySQL, MongoDB

CURRENTLY HACKING ON_
In my free time, I am working on a personal budgeting application
called Fudget, as well as a commercial application for self storage
business owners. Each project uses React, Express and MongoDB.
I also have a successful YouTube channel where I share how I build
things with Vue, React and Node.

EXPERIENCE_
FULL STACK DEVELOPER - REMOTE
DOUGLAS WEB DESIGN | MARCH 2018 - PRESENT
A sass application for self storage business owners.
Skills Used: React / Redux, Node / Express, MongoDB, PHP,
PassportJS, Stripe API, Google OAuth
Developed features that save our users hundreds, if not
thousands of dollars a month.
Developed a REST API allowing our customers to easily take
reservation requests from their WordPress sites.

FULL STACK DEVELOPER - PARTIAL REMOTE
BETTER SOFTWARE CO. | MAY 2016 - JUNE 2017
A saas application for small business owners.
Skills Used: Vue / Vue Router / Vuex, AngularJS, PHP / Laravel
Greatly reduced user friction with the Quick Order module -- a
feature that allowed users to create orders, schedule services,
create invoices, manage discounts and take payments all from a
single page.
Received rave reviews from customers for the Customer Grid
feature -- a spreadsheet-like interface for managing customers
and producing important reports.
Gave users a clear view of the health of their business with a
dashboard that exposed important business metrics around sales,
revenue and customer acquisition.

LEAD WEB DEVELOPER
BETTER SOFTWARE CO. | OCT 2015 - APRIL 2016
Skills Used: PHP, JavaScript, WordPress
Reduced development time from over a week to less than 2 days.
Saved the company hundreds of dollars in theme licensing fees.
Trained junior developer.

